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Abstract: The intact data transmission to the authentic user is becoming crucial at
every moment in the current era. Steganography; is a technique for concealing the
hidden message in any cover media such as image, video; and audio to increase
the protection of data. The resilience and imperceptibility are improved by choos-
ing an appropriate embedding position. This paper gives a novel system to
immerse the secret information in different videos with different methods. An
audio and video steganography with novel amalgamations are implemented to
immerse the confidential auditory information and the authentic user’s face image.
A hidden message is first included in the audio from the multimedia file; using
LSB Technique. The Stego-video is created in the second stage by merging the
authorized user’s face into the frame of the video; by using PVD technology. Ste-
go-audio is linked again with the stego-video in the third stage. The incorporated
perspective techniques (LSB-SS and PVD-SS algorithms) with more significant
data immersing capacity, good robustness and imperceptibility are proposed in
this research work. The spread spectrum approach is used to increase the com-
plexity of secret data recognition. Two different video files are tested with differ-
ent voice files with the results such as PSNR, SSIM, RMSE and MSE as 52.3,
0.9963, 0.0024 and 0.0000059, respectively.

Keywords: Audio steganography; data hiding; information security; pixel value
differencing

1 Introduction

In any application, the data being safeguarded is on top priority. So the research work on data
preservation is majorly prompted. In the current era, the abundant usage of the internet and visual data
transmission requires proper authentication to preserve & communicate confidential data by immersing it
in the cover media, named steganography. The effective medium of hidden communication is achieved by
steganography. An interest is renewed because industries want to safeguard trademarked digital music,
image, video, and text. Steganography avoids the detection of counterfeiters and unauthorized individuals
by embedding of a key, writer ID or biometric parameter. Steganography gives secret communication by
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using the carrier of any media and payload of any media as per the requirement of the data to be preserved [1–
5]. Imperceptibility, immersing capacity and robustness are the essential and crucial characteristics of a data-
concealing system [6–14]. Depending upon the cover media, steganography can be elaborated in various
methods, such as image steganography, video steganography, audio steganography and text
steganography. Image steganography is segregated into two methods such as methods based on the
spatial domains and frequency domains. In the First Approach, the confidential data is immersed directly
into the pixel’s intensity, in contrast, in the second technique, the pictures are first converted into the
frequency domain, and then the confidential data is immersed into the coefficients. Video steganography
receives lots of attention due to the vast usage of the internet & multimedia, since it has great spatial and
temporal redundancy to immerse the confidential data. Multimedia-files can include much more
information, than our Human Visual System (HVS) can see; thus, they can express more information than
words [15–18].

Audio Steganography is developed chiefly for immersing confidential data regarding copyright and
content integrity assurance. Data immersion can be done using a various methodologies, such as, Least
Significant Bit (LSB), phase coding, parity coding, echo hiding, spread spectrum, and tone insertion [19].
A optimized novel method is proposed to get better results with robustness, imperceptibility and better
immersing capacity [20].

The pixel-value differencing approach has the advantage of sending a large amount of data and retaining
the image consistency after data embedding. The pixel-value differencing (PVD) scheme determines the
number of secret bits to be inserted by comparing the values of two successive pixels in a block [21–24].
Neural networks reflect the behavior of the human brain, which allows computer programs to recognize
patterns and solve common problems in the fields of AI, machine learning, and deep learning [25–29].

Different types of Neural Networks in Deep Learning

� Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)
� Convolution Neural Networks (CNN)

� Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)

The varieties of CNN Architectures in Fig. 1 are LeNet, AlexNet, VGG, Google Net, ResNet and more.
AlexNet is the first famous convolutional neural network (CNN) [30]. The structure of this document is as
follows: Section 2 gives the content of the existing development, Section 3 provides the prospective system,
Section 4 gives results, and Section 5 focuses on conclusions.

2 Existing Development

It is a crucial task to define the confidential message and immerse it in the cover media with good
perceptibility. The varieties of video steganography with effective implementation are LSB replacement,
Pixel Value Differencing and bit inversion [31–34]. Some studies related to the future research work are
elaborated here.

Figure 1: CNN structure
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The block-wise technique extends the pixel-value differencing approach. It increases the complexity
because of four-pixel processing at a time [35]. Researchers proposed the optimum pixel adjustment
process (OPAP) as a new data concealing approach that uses diamond encoding (DE) and PVD to
adaptively embed data into the pixel pairs adaptively. But it does give lower immerging efficiency [36].
Researchers have recently worked with DCT and DWT coefficients to hide data. The distortions in the
videos are reduced by a great amount, and the video quality levels are maintained. But the process adds
complexity [37]. Recent research gives the Multi Curve and Elliptic Curve Cryptography technology for
encrypting the confidential information. It is possible to select pixels from the frames using an
optimization algorithm called Artificial Bee Colony while integrating the encrypted private details into
the video; otherwise, stego-video distortion rises [38]. It’s a difficult task to attain a high level of security
in video steganography with avoiding intra-frame distortion drift [39–43].

3 Prospective Systems

The prospective system incorporates in mainly two modules–Face identification system & Trans-
receiver system. Both modules are elaborated here.

3.1 Face Identification System

Fig. 2 shows an extensive diagram with the interconnections between steps of the Face identification
system.

The main steps are the acquisition of images, database construction, face identification, pre-processing,
augmentation of data, feature extraction, CNN training, and classification. The two primary phases are the
training phase and the testing (identification) phase.

3.2 Capturing of Image

Real-time data is collected in the database below. The collection contains five distinct perspectives of the
face pictures of five peoples in various light and brightness situations. The images are in the size of 227 ×
227 pixels and are in RGB format. Table 1 shows the distribution of training and testing data in the system’s
database.

3.3 Preprocessing

Noise reduction, face cropping, scaling, thresholding, equalization of a histogram for removing
illumination variation, converting to a binary or grayscale image, and so on are the things that could be
done with recorded facial images. The RGB color standard is used for the input picture. The RGB picture

Figure 2: Face identification system
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is then transformed into a grayscale image for further processing. This might be accomplished by averaging
the three-channel signals; however, this approach fails since red has the most wavelengths of the three hues,
whereas green has a shorter wavelength than red and provides a calming effect to the eyes. As a result, we see
the need to lower the effect of the color red, enhance the impact of color green and place the influence of blue
color somewhere between the two. The formula for converting RGB to grayscale is as follows:

0:30 � Rþ 0:69 � Gþ 0:11 � B (1)

where, R, G, and B represent the values of red, green, and blue pixel intensity, respectively.

3.4 Augmentation of Data

Augmentation of data is the process of the artificial production of new training data from previous
existing training data. This is accomplished using domain-specific techniques to build a new and
dissimilar training example from instances in the training data. Image data augmentation is one of the
most used types of data augmentation, and it entails creating refurbished versions of photos within the
training dataset for the same picture class as the source image. Zooms, flips, shifts, etc., are the other
picture modification operations that are included in the transformation.

The goal is to make the training dataset bigger by adding additional instances. As a result, the models
will likely notice changes in the training set photos.

3.5 CNN Training and Testing

CNN’s have demonstrated that they are capable of recognizing pictures as well as their categorization.
CNN’s are a type of multi-layer feed-forward neural network. CNN is made up of neurons, kernels and filters,
all of which contain the weight, specification and bias. Every filter conducts convolution on a set of inputs.
Convolutional, Rectified Linear Units (ReLU), pooling, and Fully Connected Layers are all part of CNN’s
structure (FCL).

� Layer of Convolutional

The layer of convolutional is the core building part of CNN, and it is responsible for the majority of the
computational effort. The convolution layer’s primary function is to extract specifications from the incoming
data image. A collection of learnable neurons is used to convolve the input picture. In the output picture, this
creates a feature map which is then supplied to the next convolutional layer, as input data.

� Pooling Layer

This layer minimizes the complexity of every activation map, while retaining the predominant data. The
input photos are separated into a group of rectangles, which do not overlay. With a non-linear performance
like average or maximum, each region is down-sampled. This layer generally placed within the convolutional

Table 1: Database distribution system

Data Total facial images Training facial images Testing facial images

1 973 779 194

2 830 664 166

3 924 740 184

4 842 674 168

5 1453 1089 364
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layers, achieves faster convergence and higher generalization with is less susceptible to relocation and
modification.

� Layer of ReLU

This operation is non-linear, that incorporates rectifier-based units. It’s applied per pixel and reset the
feature map’s values from negative to zero. To recognize how the ReLU works, let’s suppose the input is
‘x’, and that the rectifier is f(x) = max (0, x) in the neural networks’ literature. The FCL aims to utilize
these characteristics to categorize the input picture in different groups, depending on the training dataset.
The final pooling layer, FCL is responsible for putting the information into a classifier that employs the
activation function of Softmax. The total of all Connected Layer’s output possibilities is 1. This is
supported by the use of Softmax in the form of an activation function.

3.6 CNN Training and Testing

AlexNet is a major deep network, which is utilized in a variety of computer vision applications. For face
recognition, this method uses the trained CNN model’s transfer learning called AlexNet. Fig. 3 depicts the
AlexNet model architecture.

AlexNet has three layers of fully connected and five layers of convolution. The image’s key
characteristics are extracted by these convolutional layers. The linear convolution filters in each
convolutional layer are followed by normalization, ReLu activation and max pooling. The first input layer
accepts pictures with dimensions of 227-by-227-by-3. Ninety-six filters are included in the first
convolution layer, each measuring 11 × 11 × 3 with a speed of 4 and no padding. The ReLu layer
receives outputs of the first convolutional layer. Then it goes to the max-pooling layer. The ReLu
activation function is used to prevent the propagating of any number which is not positive across the
network. The purpose of the Pooling Layer is computation and Control Over fitting Reduction. The
second convolutional layer consists of 256 filters of 5 × 5 with pace one and padding two. 3 ×
3 convolution with pace one and padding one is performed by the third to fifth convolution layers. Max-
pooling is only present in convolutional layers 1, 2, and 5. Three fully linked layers follow the
convolutional layers and down-sampling. The classification task is carried out by the last fully linked
layer, which incorporates characteristics learned from the previous layer. A softmax layer follows this
one, which will normalize the output.

3.7 LSTM

Organizations gain a competitive edge by early predicting the outcome of ongoing or completed
operations. On this type of classification task, the performance of standard machine learning and more
recently, the deep learning approaches like Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), this has been thoroughly
examined. Much recent research has been on using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) to solve time
series challenges such as classification, but not on outcome prediction. The purpose of this paper is to
close this gap and compare CNNs to LSTMs. Attention is another strategy used in time series

Figure 3: Architecture of AlexNet
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classification in conjunction with LSTMs and is included in this study. Our findings reveal that, given the
necessary big datasets, all of the neural networks attain an adequate high prediction power. CNN’s
perform on par with LSTMs; thus, the Attention mechanism adds no value to the latter. CNN’s are
preferred because; they are one order of magnitude faster than both types of LSTM. All models are
hyperparameter robust, and they acquire their maximum predictive power early in these cases, as well as
only after a few events, which makes them ideal for runtime forecasts of the speed, early predictive
capacity and resilience of CNNs. While it should pave the way for their use in process outcome prediction.

3.8 Trans-Receiver System

The multimedia file (.avi) is the input for this system. Firstly, the audio of the video multimedia file is
retrieved. Pseudorandom Noise (PN) sequence is combined with personal audio, referred to as Spread
Spectrum (SS) technique. Then the spreaded confidential signal is immersed with the original extracted
voice file using the LSB method, named stego-audio file [40]. The chip rate of this spreaded code is more
excellent and results in a wideband time-continuous scrambled signal.

The video (group of image frames) is also extracted from the original video, and then the authorized user
face image is immersed in generating the stego-video. The immersing is done by two different algorithms in
the proposed work, which is elaborated in detail below.

3.8.1 CASE 1-LSB Innovation
The LSB method is less complicated and more commonly utilized. It comes up with the optimal place in

the retrieved video frames for hiding the face picture with a minimal distortion in the stego-video file. As a
result, there is less distinction between stego-video and the original video.

C(i, j) will stay unaltered if the cover video bit C(i, j) is identical to m. The message bit of the face picture
needs to be inserted; otherwise, set C(i, j) to m. In Eq. (2), the message immersion processing is as complex
as it gets.

S i; jð Þ¼ C i; jð Þ � 1; for LSB C i; jð Þð Þ¼ 1 and m ¼ 0

S i; jð Þ¼ C i; jð Þ; for LSB C i; jð Þð Þ¼ m

S i; jð Þ¼ C i; jð Þ þ 1; for LSB C i; jð Þð Þ¼ 0 and m ¼ 1 (2)

The stego-audio and video are re-encased in a video file and sent through a secure communication
channel in Fig. 4.

3.8.2 CASE II-PVD Innovation
Using the PVD technique, the facial photo of the authorized user is integrated with the retrieved

multimedia frames. The procedure for insertion is outlined below.

Compute the variation between P(i, x) and P(i, y) for each consecutive pixel P(i, x) in the cover picture as
di. Depending on the di value, get the lower value (Ij) and the upper value (uj) from the table of range (Rj).

Compute w_j = u_j + I_j + 1

Compute the value of t_i = log(w_j) using the log base 2.

The t_i value gives the maximum number of bits that can be entered.

i_θ is the decimal figure of the t_i message

Compute the figure δ_i = θ_i + I_j

Compute the value of m = abs(δ_i − d_i)
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Calculate p_((i, x))^' and p_((i, y))^' by using Eq. (3)

p0ði;xÞ; p
0
ði;yÞ ¼

Pði;xÞ þ m

2

h i
; Pði;yÞ � m

2

h i� �
;

Pði;xÞ � Pði;yÞ and d
0
i . di;

Pði;xÞ � m

2

h i
; Pði;yÞ þ m

2

h i� �
Pði;xÞ, Pði;yÞ and d

0
i . di;

Pði;xÞ � m

2

h i
; Pði;yÞ þ m

2

h i� �
Pði;xÞ � Pði;yÞ and d

0
i � di;

Pði;xÞ þ m

2

h i
; Pði;yÞ

m

2

h i� �
Pði;xÞ, Pði;yÞ and d

0
i � di;

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

(3)

The audio and video steganography results are then incorporated and sent via additive white noise
through the communication channel.

The stego-multimedia file’s white noise is eliminated by the receiver side. Separating audio
steganography and video steganography results, from the noiseless video file is the first step in the

Figure 4: Block diagram of immersing and retrieval of prospective system
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retrieval procedure. The video file is retrieved from the stego-audio-video file in the decryption section, and
the user picture from the specified frame is recovered using the reverse PVD technique.

In the stego-picture, for each consecutive pixel i.e., p_((i, x))^' and p_((i, y))^', compute the difference
between p_((i, x))^' and p_((i, y))^' as d_i^'. Determine the lower bound (I_j) as well as the upper bound (u_j)
from the table collection (R_j) based on the worth of d_i^'.

Actuate w_j = u_j − I_j + 1

Calculate the value of t_i = log(w_j) with 〖log〗_2.

t_i value specifies the maximum number of bits that may be entered.

Calculated d_i^" = d_i^' − l_j, transmit d_i^" into binary values using the length of t_i

The transformation of d_i^" converting to binary with a length of t_i is the immersed message.

The part of the differential value algorithm for two pixels are: Finding a distinct value for two
neighboring pixels with a width difference of two pixels; using t length transforming d to binary;
message power inserted in t; converting immersed messages to decimal; denoting two new pixels after
immersing messages.

Then the input face picture is taken through the webcam and compared with the immersed image for
authentication. Only if both pictures match, then only the user can retrieve the secret hidden message
behind the audio; otherwise, the procedure will be delayed until the correct recipient appears in front of
the webcam. The crucial process of this algorithm is to retrieve the original secret audio from stego-
audio. It is executed by dispreading the SS signal followed by the reverse LSB method.

4 Results and Discussion

This section elaborates on the execution of the proposed face recognition and LSB-SS-based audio
steganography method. MATLAB 2019aX64 bit version is used to implement the suggested system.

4.1 Face Recognition Analysis

The face recognition training parameters using the CNN algorithm are mentioned in Table 2.

The Qualitative analysis is the irrational judgment of the performance of the system. The input from the
testing dataset of four unauthorized people and one approved person is shown, as well as the output of the
provided facial recognition system utilizing CNN.

Table 2: The suggested facial recognition system’s CNN algorithm’s training parameter

Sr. No. Training parameters Values

1 Training algorithm ‘sgdm’

2 Momentum 0.9000

3 Batch size 10

4 Rate of initial learning 3e − 4

5 Drop period 10

6 Drop factor 0.1

7 Method of gradient threshold ‘l2norm’
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The face recognition results, demonstrate that this CNN-based face recognition system is capable of
accurately recognizing the face with greater accuracy.

4.2 Qualitative Analysis

4.2.1 Analysis of LSB-Based Steganography
The complete visual analysis or qualitative analysis of the prospective system for two different videos is

amalgamated in the form of GUI independently.

The two different original audio-video multimedia files (VIDEO_STEGANOGRAPHY.avi and
mylect.avi) are the input of this system. The audio file is retrieved from the multimedia file, and the
waveform of the original audio file is presented under the host Audio. The secret audio is spread with the
help of the PN sequence, and then, the listener in the original audio file is immersed by the LSB method.
A stego-audio file is the output of this execution. The authentic user face and its binary representative
image are used in the dataset.

These images are used to match the input image on the receiver side. The final stage-audio file after
embedding the secret audio is shown under embedded multimedia. The waveform of the final immersed
stage audio-video file will be sent over the channel.

The stego-audio-video file is obtained during the extraction stage, and the binary image recovered is
shown in GUI. The authorized user face image captured by the webcam is toned with the binary image.
Further, the process of extraction of the stego-hidden audio is performed and extracted secret audio.

From the qualitative analysis, it is noticed that the recovered binary image is used before to identify the
authenticated user by comparing the image taken from the receiver’s webcam with the transmitted image.
Once the image matches, the secret audio file is achieved by final extraction.

In this approach of audio-video steganography, sustainable embedding is introduced that neither alters
nor overwrites the bits. Since the cover file and the stego file have the same appearance, no one can predict
the presence of stego in the communication channel.

4.3 Quantitative Analysis

The Peak Signal Noise Ratio (PSNR), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Structural Similarity Index
Matrix (SSIM) are used to evaluate the systems’ results. The following is a more thorough description of this
parameter:

4.3.1 PSNR
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) is an audio file characteristic for Peak Signal to Noise Ratio. PSNR

and MSE are oppositely symmetrical, and PSNR can be calculated using the equation below.

PSNR ¼ 10log10
I2

MSE

� �
(4)

where ‘I’ is the audio’s highest possible value.

4.3.2 MSE
PSNR and MSE both are oppositely symmetrical to each other.
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4.3.3 RMSE
The square root of MSE is used to calculate RMSE, which stands for Root Means Square Error.

RMSE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1

N �M½ �2
XN

i¼1

XM

j¼1
Xij � Yij
� �2s

(5)

4.3.4 SSIM
SSIM is a metric for the quality loss due to data change and loss during transmission. The SSIM is

computed between the original audio and the extracted audio in this method.

SSIM x; yð Þ ¼ 2lxly þ C1

� �
(6)

where μ_x, μ_y are the local mean, σ_x, σ_y are the standard deviation, and σ_xy is the cross-variance for
data x, y.

The mean, standard deviation, and cross-variance are calculated as follows:

mx ¼
1

N

XN

i¼1
xi (7)

sx ¼ 1

N� 1

XN

i¼1
xi � mxð Þ2

	 
1
2 (8)

sxy ¼ 1

N� 1

XN

i¼1
xi � mxð Þ yi � my

� �
(9)

Two video embedding algorithms are employed, and the assessment factors are elaborated for various
audio data in Table 3.

From the analysis of Figs. 5–8, it is understood that the PSNR and SSIM value of the samples is
maximum while RMSE is lower. It shows the precision of the system. Comparative analysis of the
prospective LSB & PVD embedding algorithm database distribution system is shown in Table 4.

Table 3: Tabular data for quantitative analysis

Methodology proposed Audio sample (.wav) MSE RMSE PSNR SSIM

LSB LSB-duck 0.00000311 0.0018 55.0783 0.9964

LSB LSB-as 0.00000556 0.0024 52.5505 0.9967

LSB LSB-bird 0.00003400 0.00585 24.6598 0.9495

LSB LSB-Dog 0.00001743 0.0042 47.5863 0.9963

LSB LSB-Lion 0.00009547 0.0309 30.2015 0.9866

PVD PVD-Duck 0.00000590 0.0024 52.2901 0.9963

PVD PVD-as 0.00000521 0.0023 52.8355 0.9967

PVD PVD-bird 0.00000453 0.0021 23.4337 0.9347

PVD PVD-Dog 0.00000596 0.0024 42.2511 0.9962

PVD PVD-Lion 0.00009247 0.0209 30.2015 0.9866
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Figure 5: Graphical evaluation of PSNR for different audio samples and methods

Figure 6: Graphical evaluation of MSE for different audio samples and methods

Figure 7: Graphical evaluation of RMSE for different audio samples and methods
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Figure 8: Graphical evaluation of SSIM for different audio samples and methods

Table 4: Comparative analysis of prospective LSB & PVD embedding algorithm database distribution system

Sr.
No.

Comparative
parameters

LSB
immersing
algorithm with
video 1

LSB
immersing
algorithm with
video 2

PVD immersing algorithm
with video 1

PVD immersing algorithm
with video 2

1 Video size
before
immersing

6.01 MB 2.59 MB 6.01 MB 2.59 MB

2 Video size
after
immersing

1 GB 976 MB 1.79 GB 1.54 GB

3 Video length
before
immersing

15 s 8 s 15 s 8 s

4 Video length
after
immersing

15 s 8 s 15 s 8 s

5 Secret audio
size

23.8 KB 156 KB 23.8 KB 156 KB

6 Secret audio
length

2 s 2 s 2 s 2 s

7 Embedding
Capacity

@40% @40% @67.68% @ 68%

8 PSNR 55.0783 52.5505 52.2901 52.8355

9 MSE 0.0000031058 0.0000055584 0.0000059 0.0000052053

10 RMSE 0.0018 0.0024 0.0024 0.0023

11 SSIM 0.9964 0.9967 0.9963 0.9967

12 Complexity Less complex
with less
visual change

More complex
with less
visual change

More complex to encode and
gives good visual quality
with pre-processing

More complex to encode and
gives good visual quality with
pre-processing
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The robustness of the steganography systems mostly depends on the scaling parameter for the
immersing process. Most of the states of art methods use the static values of scaling parameters for
the algorithm’s simplicity. Even the statistic error values like MSE and RMSE have been found in the
excellent embedding range, and statistically, there is no variance in the cover and stego-file. Hence, it can
conclude that the system is sustainable for different embedding ranges.

It is observed from a comparative execution of MSE, RMSE, PSNR, and SSIM, the proposed
methodology gives better results compared to the cutting-edge techniques.

5 Conclusion

This section of the paper elaborates on the sanguine data transmission done by three layers of security.
This article examines the four main components of the picture steganography technique: the confidential
auditory data propagating before embedding, the approved user facial embeds in the frame of the video,
the embedding process and the extraction process. The converted sanguine spread signal immersed in the
original audio of the video gives stego-audio. The authorized user face image immersed with independent
algorithms as LSB and PVD in the frame of the original video gives the stego-video. The transmission of
amalgamated two stego-signals combined with disturbance represents a high level of robustness. Only
genuine receivers can retrieve confidential information with double security levels as the SS code of
hidden data and authorized user’s face image. This prospective work has also been done with application
video, which results in ensuring the reliable video transmission is done, if accurate sanguine data is
retrieved. The precision parameters like MSE, RMSE, PSNR and SSIM represent the excellent quality of
noisy data transmission. The better immersing capacity is proved in comparative analysis.

Future improvements to the system could include adding different audio formats and video formats, as
well as adjusting the SS code length. The SS code length variation will make the system more robust and
genuine.
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